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Dear Customer,
Welcome to our latest news including a new member of the actuview community, a dozen
new videos from all over the world and several event highlights you cannot miss. Happy
reading!
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Partner content
Latest webcast from actuview Partner RGA
RGA, one of the world’s largest life and health reinsurers and actuview’s
platform sponsor,regularly publishes webcasts on current topics on
actuview.

Broader Implications for
Middle East Life and Health
Insurance
by Karunanidhi Muthuswamy
VP, Chief Actuary, RGA Middle East
and
Tamer Saher, Director, Business
Development and Marketing,
RGA Middle East

COVID-19 continues to shape the Middle East life and health market in dramatic ways.
RGA's regional experts review the current market dynamics, challenges, and regulatory
environment. They reveal unexpected growth opportunities, discuss some positive
outcomes, and look forward to the future.

New webcast by Milliman
Milliman is an independent consulting, benefits and
technology firm. Our expert guidance and advanced
analytical solutions empower leading insurers, healthcare
companies and employers to protect the health and financial
well-being of people everywhere.

Climate-related Risk
Management and
Opportunities for Life
(Re)Insurers
by Neil Dissanayake and Eamon
Comerford

Regarding climate change, there are two types of risks to consider: physical risk and
transition risk. Physical risks are risks associated with direct impact of climate change,
while transition risks arise from the transition to a low-carbon, greener economy.
Though we can't use historical data to inform the future, understanding the drivers and
types of insurance risks will help educate our decision making in the insurance
industry.

Event highlight
Two DGVFM events online on actuview
The German DGVFM, home to actuarial experts in practice as well as science, has hosted two
exciting events recently: the traditional DGVFM CPD Day as well as the award ceremony of
three GAUSS Prizes for best papers in 2021. Have a look:

Non-life Insurance Pricing:
Boosting Trees and Diagnostic
Tools to Compare Competing
Models

Data & Ethics: How to Establish a
Dustainable, Data-driven
Business Model in Life Insurance
Frank Schiller
(MunichRe)

Julien Trufin (Université Libre de
Bruxelles)

Watch now
Watch now

Making Tweedie's
Compound Poisson
Model More
Accessible

The Secondary
Market of
Catastrophe Bonds:
Seasonality, Trading
and Returns

Mario Wüthrich (ETH
Zürich)

Multi-Year Analysis of
Solvency Capital and
Profitability in Life
Insurance

Markus Herrmann
(Universität DuisburgEssen)

Explore more

Karen Rödel (Universität
Ulm)

Explore more

Explore more

New on actuview
Machine Learning in General Insurance
Reserving – A Worked Example
Noel Garvey, Gráinne McGuire, Taylor Fry
May 12, 2022

Modélisation de la sévérité des traités en
excédent de sinistre, approche par la
théorie des valeurs extrêmes
Antoine Pierre
May 4, 2022

Blick voraus: Wohin steuert die
deutsche Altersvorsorge?
Friedemann Lucius, Susanna Adelhardt,
Katharina Batz, Pascal Kober, Dorothea Mohn
May 4, 2022

Mathematical Models for the
Uncertainties of the 21st Century
Christoph Krischanitz
April 19, 2022

Upcoming
2-3 June 2022, Madrid

European Congress of Actuaries 2022

21-24 June 2022, online

Joint CAS, AFIR-ERM & ASTIN Actuarial
Colloquia

19-23 September 2022, online

CONVENTION A

News from actuview
Events

Watch the CONVENTION A Partner Stories

In September, CONVENTION A will set a new standard for online conferences in the
international actuarial community. More than ever before, actuarial institutions and
high- ranking keynote speakers will provide an exciting and inspiring program on
today’s most relevant issues for actuaries from all fields.
The event program is jointly created by many institutions from the actuarial community
and companies active in the insurance industry. This combination will make sure that
CONVENTION A will offer an attractive and unique networking experience for actuaries
from all over the world. In the CONVENTION A #PartnerStories the coordinators of
partner associations tell us why they are taking part in this special event and what
users can expect from their respective programs.
Watch now

Partners

New partnership between ERGO and
actupool – Interview with Dr. Schlömer
On our partner website, the actuarial job platform
actupool is very pleased about the new partnership with
ERGO. In an interview with Dr. Rasmus Schlömer, Head
of Department in Risk Management at ERGO, he talks
about the new cooperation and reports, among other
things, about the professional fields of actuaries at
ERGO and the changing job requirements placed on
actuaries today.
Read the interview

Latest jobs on actupool
Internal Auditor in Finance / Actuary
12.05.2022

Munich, Germany

Chief Finance Officer (m/w/d)
10.05.2022

Vienna, Austria

Senior Actuarial Associate
06.03.2022

Shanghai, China

Pricing Actuary (m/f/d)
09.03.2022

Liechtenstein

Consultant Risk & Actuarial Services (w/m/d)
03.05.2022

Munich, Germany

Senior Aktuar*in Lebensversicherung
Produktentwicklung/Produktinnovation
28.04.2022

Liechtenstein

We hope you enjoyed this month’s newsletter. If you have any feedback, please let us know
at contact@actuview.com. You can also find us on Social Media: Twitter and LinkedIn. We
look forward to seeing you soon on www.actuview.com.
actuview team & RGA, Platform Sponsor
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